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Introduction  

Brain-machine interface technology (henceforth BMI tech) is a term that refers to technology that 

directly connects the user’s brain with electronic and mechanical devices. A distinction should be noted 

between BMI tech and neuroprosthetics. Neuroprosthetics rely on connections with existing nerve 

systems1 while BMI tech more specifically creates a direct connection between the device being operated 

and the subject’s brain2. A good example to illustrate the difference between neuroprosthetics and BMI 

tech is retinal implants (neuroprosthetics) versus cortical implants (BMI tech). Retinal implants create a 

bridge between a camera and the user’s optic nerve (thus utilizing the pre-existing channel for vision) 3 

while cortical implants bypass the existing systems of the eye and connect directly to the brain4. Another 

example of BMI tech is the BrainGatetm which allows the user to control corresponding devices (e.g. a 

robotic arm) with the power of thought5.  

 The usage of BMI tech is a subject that all human beings should be greatly interested in and 

concerned with. The advent of BMI tech offers an immense stream of possibilities for the future of the 

human race. The progress of human evolution thus far can be seen as a continuum of biological to 

mechanical beings. At the start we relied mostly on our bodies for maintaining our lives without external 

tools. Then came the stone, the stick, the use of fire, the wheel, and eventually the cell phone. As we 

come to rely more and more on external devices to maintain our subsistence (e.g. the need for a motor 

vehicle to drive to work every day) I argue that we become more and more mechanical beings. BMI tech 

presents a very real possibility for humans to complete the transition from biological to mechanical 

beings. While BMI tech has very much to offer (e.g. restoring abilities to those who have lost them) it is 

something that we ought to be very conscious of integrating into our everyday lives. 
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 Since ethics seems to constantly lag behind technology (think nuclear weapons) we should take 

this time to put some thought into BMI tech and try to help the former catch up to the latter. In this paper 

I seek to enumerate the important questions we should be asking about the future of BMI tech and also to 

offer speculative answers. I will look at the following questions: What is currently being done with BMI 

tech? What are the current effects of BMI tech on society? How have the potential effects of BMI tech on 

society been imagined artistically? What are some legitimate concerns about BMI tech and society? How 

can BMI tech be utilized as a tool of biopower? 

What is currently being done with BMI tech? 

 Scientific laboratories, paralysis victims, and military planning and development are currently the 

biggest home of BMI tech. The previously mentioned BrainGatetm has been successfully used by a 

paralysis victim to control a mouse cursor on a computer simply by thinking about it and also by a 

monkey to remotely control a robotic arm with its brain5. Toyota has developed a mind controlled 

wheelchair that interprets the user’s thoughts and moves accordingly6. Honda has developed a robot –

Asimo- that reads the thoughts of the user (who wears sensors on his or her head) and acts accordingly7. 

Many companies such as Hakuhodo Inc. and Dentsu Inc. are using advancements in BMI tech to probe 

deep into the human mind in hopes of creating deadly-effective marketing tactics8. The U.S. Defense 

Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is very interested in the possibilities offered by BMI tech. 

DARPA is interested in using BMI tech with soldiers in guiding unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and in 

operating prosthetics (for wounded soldiers)9. 

 BMI tech has made limited commercially available appearances already. Mindball is a game that 

utilizes BMI tech to interpret the users’ brain-state via headsets that each player wears; whoever is more 

relaxed wins the game; Mindball is currently being used in All Saints Catholic high school in Knowsley, 

Merseyside to “toughen” the minds of students10. Comparing and contrasting the use of BMI tech as an 
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educational tool with the plans that DARPA has for it as advanced weaponry allows us to see the very 

wide range of possibilities from creation to destruction that BMI tech offers. 

What are the current effects of BMI tech on society? 

 We have already seen that BMI tech mostly exists in the developmental and speculative realm. 

Other than those in research and development those directly affected by BMI tech are individuals who 

have experienced MRIs, fMRIs and who have played games like Mindball. While the effects of the 

commercial manifestations of BMI tech may be significant, actual widespread effects of BMI tech on 

society are mostly limited to the realm of hopes and fears at the moment. The blind are being given hope 

of seeing once again; paralysis victims are being given hope of functioning independently; the rich are 

imagining immortality; the poor are fearing further and more certain oppression; the military is dreaming 

of ultimate dominion; the world is wondering what will come of BMI tech. 

How have the potential effects of BMI tech on society been imagined artistically? 

 In order to understand the implications of widespread use of BMI tech in society it will be helpful 

to review how BMI tech has been depicted in film. Some major motion pictures that have BMI tech as 

central to their themes include Brainstorm11, Strange Days12, and Johnny Mnemonic13. A brief plot 

summary and analysis of these films will help us imagine what the future of BMI tech might bring to the 

world. 

 Brainstorm is a 1983 film starring Christopher Walken and Natalie Wood. Walken’s character 

(Michael) and his fellow scientists create a breakthrough in communications technology: a device that can 

record an individual’s experience which can then be played back (either some time later or via live-feed) 

by another individual. This technology erases the old notion that it is impossible for one individual to 

occupy the same space as another. Michael and his fellow scientists are very excited about the 

possibilities that this breakthrough has for the world. At one point Michael and his ex-wife share their 

respective experiences of their marriage such that each of them is able to understand what it was all like 
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for the other person. During the initial testing of the technology someone plays a trick on Michael by 

putting the other end on a lab monkey which causes him to briefly experience life as a monkey. With this 

technology qualia can be shared, great progress toward human unity can be made. The military has 

different designs though. In a secret project –codename Brainstorm- they are testing military applications 

with fighter pilots (eerily predicting DARPA’s use of BMI tech with UAVs) and also engineering 

methods of psychological destruction. 

 Strange Days is a 1995 film that involves technology very similar to that in Brainstorm. The film 

begins with a first person view of an individual who is part of a robbery, the cops come, the robbers get 

chased, and the individual falls to his death while attempting to jump from rooftop to rooftop. The 

protagonist Lenny Nero (Ralph Fiennes) then takes the device off of his head that was allowing him to 

experience the “clip” and begins to haggle with the supplier for a good price on it. Lenny is a black-

market dealer of illegal “clips” such as this one.  The use of SQUID recordings (“clips”) is depicted very 

blatantly as analogous to drug use. Lenny himself suffers from a hedonistic attachment to the past. He is 

shown in one scene to be reliving an experience with his ex-girlfriend Faith (Juliette Lewis) and it is soon 

revealed that he has a whole box of such recordings. The setting is in Los Angelas in 1999 where there is 

much civil unrest due to the murder of Jeriko One (Glenn Plummer) an African-American hip-hop artist 

and huge critic of the LAPDs police brutality record. As the plot progresses Lenny is given a clip from an 

anonymous source that depicts an associate of his ex-girlfriend being raped while being forced to 

experience her own rape (using the BMI tech device) from the perspective of her attacker. Lenny tries to 

get information from Faith that might help him solve the gruesome crime that was delivered to him. Faith 

is highly guarded by her new boyfriend Philo (Michael Wincott) who is the famous and wealthy owner of 

the record label that signed Jeriko One. Faith complains that Philo has been getting worse and worse 

lately, that he is “addicted to playback”, and that he is a “wirehead junkie”. It is eventually discovered 

that Philo is connected to a string of killings that are attempting to cover up the murder of Jeriko One by 

two white LAPD officers. 
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 Johnny Mnemonic is a 1995 film (based on the short story by William Gibson) starring Keanu 

Reeves and Ice-T. In the setting of Johnny Mnemonic multi-national corporations reign supreme and 

cybernetic implants are commonplace. Johnny has sacrificed part of his long-term memory in an 

operation that installed a hard-drive implant in his brain that allows him to store 80GB (up to 160GB with 

an upgrade) of data in his head. Johnny made this sacrifice so he could take a lucrative position as a “data 

trafficker”. Big corporations and all manner of clients that have a need to covertly transport precious 

information pay data traffickers very well to transport their information. In the beginning of the film 

Johnny is talking to his agent about a costly procedure to reverse his operation (because he wants to 

remember who he is) which he is convinced to undertake one last big job in order to pay for. The job 

requires Johnny to be capable of transporting 320GB of data, double his capacity. Even though it will kill 

him within 24 hours if he does not get the data out of his head Johnny takes the job out of desperation to 

regain his identity. Johnny ends up getting caught up in a struggle between the disenfranchised masses of 

the poor and sick and the multi-national corporation PharmaKom (a pharmaceutical company). The Lo-

Teks, an anti-tech and anti-corporate resistence group led by J-Bone (Ice-T), discover that Johnny is 

carrying data meant for them. They tell Johnny that he is carrying the cure for NAS (Neural Attenuation 

Syndrome). NAS plagues half of the world’s population, it is deadly and painful, and it is said to be 

caused by overexposure to electromagnetic radiation (which comes from the vast array of technological 

devices). PharmaKom has the cure but has been hiding it from the masses in order to profit from keeping 

them in costly treatment programs. 

 The aforementioned films all have their own ways of critiquing modern society and do a great job 

of pointing out potential issues with the advent of BMI tech. Brainstorm points to the power hungriness 

of the military and the fact that it will utilize whatever it can to improve its dominance. Strange Days 

points to the abuse of those without power by those with it and to human susceptibility to hedonism and 

addiction. Johnny Mnemonic points to the problem (for individuals and society) with living life in the 
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name of monetary profit and does a great job of showing the importance of crucial information in a post-

industrial society. 

What are some legitimate concerns about BMI tech? 

 Now that we know what is currently happening with BMI tech and we have reviewed some of the 

popular thought surrounding it we should be ready to elucidate some important issues with its future 

widespread use. Primary issues that I will look at include psychological impacts, privacy and autonomy 

issues, issues of informed consent, and fair access issues. 

 Psychological impacts of BMI tech can be anticipated. Think of the example in Strange Days 

with many people becoming addicted to what the new technology has to offer. It is certainly not foreign 

to consider that individuals are likely to develop psychological dependence on emerging BMI tech 

devices. In the case of those utilizing BMI tech to operate prosthetics such dependence will not only be 

psychological but physical, and automatic. Thus we shall limit our speculation about psychological 

impacts to those who will use BMI tech devices for recreation or enhancement purposes. At present many 

people suffer great psychological dependency on their various electronic devices including laptop 

computers, iphones, and certain computer games such as World of Warcrafttm. That is not to say that 

anyone who does suffer psychological dependency on certain electronics items necessarily could not 

function without said device, just that there are many people who would at least suffer withdrawals and a 

sense of loss if said device were to become inaccessible. In an information society where many people 

live moment-to-moment based on a constant exchange of data it can be very detrimental to an individual 

if he or she loses connection (by losing access to a particular enabling device) with a flow that he or she 

normally has access to. Imagine this same dependence but greatly amplified due to the advanced and 

intimate nature of BMI tech. 

 Privacy and autonomy easily become an issue when discussing technology that allows for mind 

reading (as with Asimo, Honda’s robot). If BMI tech devices are operated based on machines being able 
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to interpret the thoughts of the user and these signals are sent remotely then it is feasible to suppose that 

the thoughts could be viewed remotely by a third party. A look into the controversy over the widespread 

use of Radio Frequency Identifier (RFID) tags may provide some insight into the future controversy over 

BMI tech user’s brain signals. RFID tags can be used to track massive amounts of information about 

massive quantities of people and objects (e.g. inmates and consumer goods) that have been tagged. The 

debate over whether or not RFID tag information tracking is a breach of privacy rights is centered on 

whether or not the data is “personal information”14. It is feasible to assume that a similar argument will 

ensue around the information about what commands people are issuing their BMI tech devices. Whether 

such information is deemed “personal” or not could determine whether or not it is fair game for 

monitoring. Cell phones are already being utilized by the US government to track individual’s movements 

without their consent15 imagine what might be done with monitoring of individual’s thoughts. 

 Informed consent becomes an issue when considering how BMI tech will be implemented in 

society. The most common areas of debate over informed consent are with vulnerable populations such as 

children, prisoners, and the elderly. An area of potential conflict is BMI tech being used in schools -as 

with the use of the game Mindball at Allsaints Catholic high school. There is not likely to be any dispute 

over Mindball in schools in particular but what if more invasive measures are used? What if BMI tech 

devices are used in classroom examinations in order to prevent students from cheating? Tagging of 

prisoner populations with RFID tracking devices is already a growing business16 and some are likely to 

claim that such operations are unethical. What if BMI tech were to be utilized in prison populations as a 

disciplinary tool in order to detect prohibited actions in an individual before he or she could perform 

them?  

 Fair access is an issue with any emerging technology but BMI tech is potentially a bigger issue. 

With the development of BMI tech a wide variety of human-enhancement possibilities become open. An 

array of physical and mental capabilities enhancements are easily imaginable. Indeed it is not very far out 

to imagine a complete cybernetic body with nothing but a human brain directing it. Such a body could be 
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designed to far outlast and outdo the regular human body. It is also very likely that such a body would be 

far beyond the means of the majority of the world to obtain but within close reach of those with the right 

connections and enough money. A dystopian sci-fi scene where the world is ruled by the rich and 

powerful who easily overpower the poor masses with their powerful cybernetic bodies easily comes to 

mind at the moment. 

How can BMI tech be utilized as a tool of biopower? 

 In “Society Must Be Defended!” Michel Foucault discusses the ideas of biopower and 

biopolitics17. Biopolitics is the managing of life and biopower is the power by which that management is 

achieved. Foucault is talking about power being exercised over “man-as-species” as opposed to simply 

“man-as-living-being”. Foucault speaks of prisons, schools, the layout of communities, and eugenics as 

all being venues of biopolitics and tools of biopower. Foucault enumerates the concept of discipline as 

crucial to the top-down implementation of biopolitics. It is only through proper discipline, training the 

masses to function in a certain desirable way, that biopolitics can achieve its ends. 

 In a terribly dystopian fashion BMI tech has the potential to be the ultimate tool of biopower. 

New technologies can have drastic changes on the smoothness with which biopolitics are implemented. 

Andy Clark, in his book “Natural-Born Cyborgs”, points to the drastic changes that the personal 

timepiece brought to society. No longer do we rely on individuals to wake us and inform us that it is time 

for our day’s duties for we all have personal clocks and we have learned time-discipline18. The 

significance of time-discipline to biopolitics is that it is a huge step toward individuals being self-

regulating (toward the desired ends of biopolitics) beings. If something as simple as a wrist watch is such 

a triumph for biopolitics imagine the immense biopower that BMI tech might grant it. If the large 

majority of society were to adopt a sort of BMI tech device (just as the large majority adopted personal 

time pieces) that put them all on a mutual communications channel with each other biopolitics will have 
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attained its height of power. With such a system in place every member of society could be easily kept in 

line and disciplined with minimal effort. 

Conclusion 

 The future of BMI tech has massive potential that must be thought about and directed if we are to 

ensure positive results. Understanding that the technologies envisioned in much science-fiction which 

allow for complete merging of human and machine are no longer science fiction but simply science is 

necessary for anyone who wants to be prepared for the coming years. Whatever BMI tech brings society 

we must all be ready to receive, reject, or modify it -else we get taken unwittingly and fall victim to 

technological determinism.  
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